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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 

Q-Watching TV shows and movies about crime are becoming more and more popular. 

Why is this? 

What effect does that have on society? 
 

In recent years, many people have questioned the origins and impact of the morbid interest in 

crime. However, in my opinion, people watch these shows to dispel or safely confirm 

psychological similarities with killers, and the societal impact in most cases will be 

negligible. 

People watch crime shows to learn about and compare the psychology of serial killers. The 

mystery of these shows extends beyond determining which suspect is the actual perpetrator. 

Audiences are primarily interested in motivation, and the best shows examine compelling 

complex personality archetypes. People can then try to parse out whether or not these 

individuals are driven by human nature and are just expressing their desires differently from 

law-abiding citizens or if they are qualitatively different from the average person. Some 

watch to try to unequivocally differentiate themselves, while others experience a guilty, 

unconscious pleasure in identification and vicarious living. 

 

In the end, all of these crime-related shows will be for naught. There will be exceptions 

where people develop an unhealthy obsession that isolates them from normal society or uses 

them as an excuse for their crimes, but this is likely with any form of entertainment. Most 

people watch these shows, think about them, and discuss them like they would a book or a 

sports team. According to research, there is no direct link between watching crime shows and 

committing crimes or changing one's attitude toward others. Similarly, they will not 

positively impact them because most people do not protect them from receiving tips to avoid 

criminals. The sample sizes for the crimes that occur are too small relative to those that occur. 

In conclusion, people watch crime shows to acquit or convict themselves, and it is a mild 

obsession. Therefore, it is more important for psychologists to examine the drive to 

fascination than its object. 
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